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Name: _________________________    Date: ______________

RIT 181-190

All About Butter�ies
Written by Juliana Sartor

Did you know that butter�ies cannot �y when 
they are young? In fact, before they can �y, 
butter�ies are caterpillars! Caterpillars only crawl.

But �rst, caterpillars hatch from eggs. The eggs 
are laid by a butter�y. Sometimes it takes a while 
for the eggs to hatch. This depends on the 
weather and the season.

Once they do hatch, caterpillars spend their time 
eating and growing. Mostly, they eat leaves.

Eventually, the caterpillar forms a chrysalis. This 
is where it will turn into a butter�y. In the 
chrysalis, the wings grow.

When they are done, the butter�y emerges! The 
cocoon falls o�. Finally, the butter�y �utters 
away.

What do illustrations in a book do?

They help tell us why we should read the book.

They give us the name of the author of the book.

They give us more information.

Which sentence matches this illustration?

Caterpillars crawl.

Caterpillars form a chrysalis.

Butter�ies �utter away.

the middle of the book

the back of the book

the front of the book

Where do you �nd the Table of Contents in a book?

In which chapter would you �nd information
about the Titanic?

Table of Contents

29

Chapter 1 butter�ies    ........    2-3

Chapter 3 platypus  ..............        7

Chapter 5 tail    ..............              10

Chapter 7 Titanic   ...........     14-16

Chapter 4 eggs   ..............          8-9

Chapter 2 lemons  ..............      4-6

Chapter 6 lobsters  .............. 11-13

Chpt. 6

Chpt. 10

Chpt. 7

Complete the sentence with the word that best 
shows that the �sh was unpleasant to look at.

stunning

hideous

beautiful

Sammy caught a very _________ �sh.

Which answer choice suggests a positive meaning?

Bill bounded around the campsite.

Bill stumbled around the campsite.

Bill threw trash around the campsite.

stamp

write

type

Which word means to create words by hand?
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is where it will turn into a butter�y. In the 
chrysalis, the wings grow.

When they are done, the butter�y emerges! The 
cocoon falls o�. Finally, the butter�y �utters 
away.

Which sentence matches this illustration?

What is the ROOT or BASE of the word distasteful?

Caterpillars crawl.

Caterpillars form a chrysalis.

Butter�ies �utter away.

how to recycle

craft time

how to cook

dis

ful

taste

Look at the illustration on the book cover. What
could the text be about?

In which chapter would you �nd information
about lobsters?

Table of Contents

29

Chapter 1 butter�ies    ........    2-3

Chapter 3 platypus  ..............        7

Chapter 5 tail    ..............              10

Chapter 7 Titanic   ...........     14-16

Chapter 4 eggs   ..............          8-9

Chapter 2 lemons  ..............      4-6

Chapter 6 lobsters  .............. 11-13

Chpt. 6

Chpt. 10

Chpt. 4

Complete the sentence with the word that best 
shows that Todd received money that he had 
earned.

bill

coins

paycheck

Barb gave Todd his _________ .

Which answer choice suggests a negative meaning?

The dog moved his water dish.

The dog fooled with his water dish.

The dog loved his water dish.

farm

jungle

forest

Which place is NOT wild?
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